Area Cities Pick New Leaders In Elections

NCCE Elects 2 In Norman

MADISON — Two candidates endorsed by the Norman City Council were voted into office Tuesday in municipal elections.

John Hensley, 42, a truck driver for the World's Co-op, won the mayor's race and Edith L. Buyer, 37, a social worker for the state, won the city clerk's race.

Hensley, who is a member of the World's Co-op, said he plans to work on improving the city's streets and sidewalks.

Buyer, who has been on the council for two years, said she plans to work on improving the city's parks and recreation facilities.

Groves, McEwen Capture Seats

GETTYSBURG — Two candidates endorsed by the Gettysburg City Council were voted into office Tuesday in municipal elections.

James Brown, 42, a truck driver for the World's Co-op, won the mayor's race and Edith L. Buyer, 37, a social worker for the state, won the city clerk's race.

Hensley, who is a member of the World's Co-op, said he plans to work on improving the city's streets and sidewalks.

Buyer, who has been on the council for two years, said she plans to work on improving the city's parks and recreation facilities.
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The Midnight Earl
"Ace" Redford Didn't Do Flying

The actor who played the title role in the recent film "The Midnight Earl," "Ace" Redford, says he didn't do much flying in the movie. "I only did a few short flights on a gyrocopter," he said. "The real action took place in the air."
Madden Charges Back Into Racing

Gardner Gets 19th Straight

Wepner Warned Of Cheap Shots

Blazers Visiting Hot Texans

Allen's Looking For A Team, Sox Stand On Previous Trade

Gettting settled made simple.

For more information, contact your Travel Agent. We're ready to help you in getting things done, or Continental at 212-2340.
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Shows Can Be Fun informative, Also

Datsun for 1975

Satisfaction Goes Hand in Hand With DUB RICHARDSON FORD SEE YOU AT THE SHOW WE HAVE A DEAL FOR YOU DUB RICHARDSON FORD RANCH 39TH & N. MAY 946-3339
Fiat Blends Style, Go

This past week the Fiat 128 made its American debut, becoming the first small car to be imported for sale. It is designed to carry four persons comfortably, with styling and efficiency that are second to none among subcompacts.

'75 MGB Restyles Exterior

The new MGB has a more rounded, aerodynamic design that improves its aerodynamic efficiency. The car's updated styling features include a new front grille, a new radiator, and new front and rear lights. The car's suspension has also been improved to provide a smoother ride.

Largest Selection of Small Cars

DEL CITY
HOME OF TOYOTA & SUBARU
GET YOUR HANDS ON A PAGHAM TOYOTA AND YOU'LL NEVER LET GO!
(ON THE TINKER DIAGONAL) IN 48 and Sunnyline Road - 672-4451
Datsun Refines Successful 260Z

Monza Captures Europe Flair

Tips For Visitors

Capri II For '76 Retains Styling, Looks
MG Midget Gets New Engineering

A larger engine means more performance, but it also means more maintenance and expense. The new Kent 1499 cubic inch pushrod engine in the 1973 Midget is a good example of the tradeoffs. It raises the output of the Midget to a comparable level of performance to other sports cars of similar power output.

The new engine has a 7.5-litre bore and stroke, compared to the previous 1.1-litre bore and stroke. The new engine also has a higher compression ratio of 8.5:1, compared to the previous 6.5:1. The result is a 5 percent increase in power output.

The new engine also uses a higher quality valve spring material, which results in a longer valve life. The new engine also uses a higher quality oil seals, which results in a longer oil life.
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VW Adds Hatchback — Rabbit

Volkswagen's 1976 lineup, the Rabbit hatchback and Karmann Ghia convertible, is further enhanced by the addition of a new Rabbit sedan. This four-door model joins the hatchback and convertible in Volkswagen's lineup of economy-class cars, offering customers a variety of choices.

The Rabbit sedan is powered by Volkswagen's well-known four-cylinder engine, providing reliable performance and fuel efficiency. The exterior design of the sedan reflects the same clean, simple lines that have become a hallmark of Volkswagen's product line, ensuring a cohesive look across the range.

In addition to the Rabbit sedan, Volkswagen is offering an extensive range of options and accessories to allow customers to customize their vehicle to meet their specific needs. Whether it's for personal use, family travel, or even as a business tool, the Rabbit sedan provides a versatile and affordable solution.

Ken's Datsun Sun Saves

Ken's Datsun/SAAB
F-40 and Douglas Blvd.
Midwest City

Visit our display at The 1975 Sport & Import Car Show Shepherd Mall

Full Line of Service & Parts
732-0313

Sciocco Mixes Luxury, Economy

Scirocco features Wedge Profile and those of event绅士 styled by virtue of a 1.2-liter four-cylinder engine that is coupled with a four-speed manual transmission. The Scirocco is a sporty coupe equipped with both power steering and power brakes, offering a smooth and comfortable ride.

The overhead valve engine is designed to provide excellent performance while maintaining fuel efficiency. The Scirocco's design emphasizes aerodynamics, reducing wind resistance and improving fuel consumption. This combination of luxury and economy makes the Scirocco an appealing choice for those seeking a high-performance vehicle without compromising on fuel economy.

Scirocco tests have shown that it combines the best of both worlds, offering a sporty driving experience while remaining practical and economical. The Scirocco is a perfect example of Volkswagen's commitment to producing vehicles that meet the needs of contemporary drivers.

GREETINGS FROM THE LAND OF THE BUG W

The Bug House "Byrd" Dasher
1515 K.W. Expressway 846-9691
Pacer Sets
Unique Pace

Tr7 Wedge Shaped.
The Triumph TR7, an sloped, aerodynamic wedge shaped sports car, was introduced to the U.S. market by TRIUMPH
importers in 1979. The TR7 has a 2.5-liter, 16-valve OHV, cam-in-block, aluminum engine with
4-speed manual or close-ratio automatic transmission. The car is available in a variety of options, including
customized exterior colors, interior trims, and accessories. The TR7 offers a sporty and responsive
driving experience, making it a popular choice for enthusiasts. The car's design and engineering
features contribute to its appeal and performance.

Only Two Options
To a Customer on
The Volvo 164 AT
Leveridge Imports

You can pay extra.
for the factory to
install a steel sunroof.
And not pay extra for them
to install automatic transmission.
Otherwise, the Volvo 164 is
everything you could ask for in
a luxury car. And you don't even
have to ask. It's already there. Factory-installed.
Air conditioning. Power front windows. Heated driver's seat. Leather that's everywhere
and electronic ignition. It all makes a visit to our showroom a unique experience. Now, instead of
worrying over what you've got to add, you can luxuriate in what you've already got.

We Sell Fully-
Equipped Volvos.
Leveridge Imports
Nation's Oldest Volvo Dealer

Mustang II
— Hot Seller

Mustang II for 1980 adds an optional 4-speed manual
with all Synchromesh gears, 15-in. aluminum wheels, and
leather seats. Ford said its new Mustang II is not related
to the Camaro, but is a hot seller.

Capri It's Begin Arriving

Top Speed, 215 MPH in 5th gear in almost 14 seconds.
Volvo 164 AT, and the new 200000-mile odometer, will be
introduced later this year. The cars are equipped with
power steering, power brakes, and air conditioning. The
Volvo will be sold only in the United States.

Maverick Acquires New Options

Crop harvesting with Maverick’s 4-row mowers is
simultaneously increased over existing mowers
by 87%. The crop accumulates at a rate of
400% over existing mowers. Maverick’s new
4-row mowers allow for high production in
a variety of crop types, including corn, wheat,
and soybeans. The mowers are equipped with
a wide range of options to suit different
planting and harvesting needs.

Ron Stevens Ford

The Really Great Fords

Mustang II...

Our Fleet Sports Promotional Car

Maverick Grabber...

Our Sports Car Maverick

RON STEVENS FORD
909 S. BROADWAY, Edmond 341-0270

THE REALLY GREAT FORDS

MUSTANG II...

Our Fleet Sports Promotional Car

Maverick Grabber...

Our Sports Car Maverick

FROM A REALLY GREAT DEALER

909 S. BROADWAY, Edmond 341-0270
'75 Colt Turns More Noticeable

Dodge Colt is going to be more noticed in 1975. Automobiles are not only competing against the usuals, they are changing the market, and the competition is getting harder. From the appearance to the performance, the new model is a step ahead. The compact is a sprite, which is fun to drive and efficient on fuel. It's a great choice for city driving, but its performance is more impressive on the highway. The engine is responsive and provides a good amount of power. Overall, it's a reliable and enjoyable ride.
Honda Advances
In CVCC Engine

Honda's engine
is a major
breakthrough
designed to
meet the new
government-
mandated
fuel economy
standards.

The major
advantage of
the CVCC
engine is that
it meets the
new standards
without a
diesel or
electric
powerplant.

The engine is
designed with
a two-stroke
pre-chamber
and a three-
way catalyst
system.

The engine
has a high
compression
ratio of 9.5:1
and uses
methanol
to achieve
its low
emissions.

BMW Keeps Top
History In Building

BMW's
history
is replete
with
innovations
and
dedication
to
quality.

The
company
has
produced
standard
cars
since
1923,
and
has
always
been
known
for
its
innovative
technologies.

The car
industry
has
seen
many
turbulences,
but
BMW
has
always
managed
to
survive
and
grow.

Mercedes
Top
With 220, 340

Mercedes-Benz
is one
of
de
the
most
respected
names
in
the
automotive
industry.

The
company
has
been
producing
cars
since
1926,
and
its
innovative
technologies
have
made
it
a
leader
in
the
dustry.

The
220
and
340
are
two
of
its
most
successful
models.

Subaru Star Clipper For '75

Subaru's
star
model
is
the
Star
Clipper,
which
was
introduced
in
1975.

The
car
is
a
luxurious
sedan
with
a
clean
and
efficient
design.

It
features
an
engine
that
is
both
powerful
and
fuel-efficient,
and
has
won
praise
for
its
reliability.

'75 Subaru Stars

Subaru
has
been
a
leader
in
the
automotive
industry
for
many
years,
and
its
star
models
are
well-known
for
their
quality
and
innovation.

The
Star
Clipper
is
one
of
its
most
successful
models,
and
it
has
continued
to
receive
praise
for
its
performance
and
design.

Dockum Pontiac

Dockum
Pontiac
is
a
local
dealership
that
provides
a
wide
range
of
services
for
their
customers.

They
offer
new
and
used
vehicles,
as
well
as
service
and
repair
options.

1975 Pontiac Firebird Trans Am

The
1975
Pontiac
Firebird
Trans
Am
is
known
for
its
vibrant
design
and
powerful
engine.

This
car
was
a
popular
choice
for
drivers
looking
for
a
fast
and
aggressive
vehicle.

Driving Can Still Be Good, Economical Fun

Jackie Cooper BMW Imports

Jackie
Cooper
BMW
Imports
is
a
local
dealership
that
specializes
in
BMW
vehicles.

They
offer
new
and
used
BMW
models,
along
with
service
and
repair
options.

The
company
is
known
for
its
commitment
to
customer
satisfaction
and
service.

Dockum Pontiac

Dockum
Pontiac
is
a
local
dealership
that
provides
a
wide
range
of
services
for
their
customers.

They
offer
new
and
used
vehicles,
as
well
as
service
and
repair
options.

Honda Scores Engine Breakthrough

Honda's
engine
is
a
major
breakthrough
designed
to
meet
the
new
government-
mandated
fuel economy
standards.

The
engine
is
designed
with
a
two-stroke
pre-chamber
and
a
three-
way
catalyst
system.

This
engine
is
an
important
step
forward
in
the
automotive
industry.

Ed Grier Volkswagen

Ed Grier
Volkswagen
is
a
local
dealership
that
specializes
in
Volkswagen
vehicles.

They
offer
new
and
used
Volkswagen
models,
along
with
service
and
repair
options.

The
company
is
known
for
its
commitment
to
customer
satisfaction
and
service.

BMW Keep Top History In Building

BMW's
history
is
replete
with
innovations
and
dedication
to
quality.

The
company
has
produced
standard
cars
since
1923,
and
has
always
been
known
for
its
innovative
technologies.

The
car
industry
has
seen
many
turbulences,
but
BMW
has
always
managed
to
survive
and
grow.
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Mercedes-Benz
is
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of
de
the
most
respected
names
in
the
automotive
industry.

The
company
has
been
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cars
since
1926,
and
its
innovative
technologies
have
made
it
a
leader
in
the
dustry.

The
220
and
340
are
two
of
its
most
successful
models.

Subaru Star Clipper For '75

Subaru's
star
model
is
the
Star
Clipper,
which
was
introduced
in
1975.

The
car
is
a
luxurious
sedan
with
a
clean
and
efficient
design.

It
features
an
engine
that
is
both
powerful
and
fuel-efficient,
and
has
won
praise
for
its
reliability.

'75 Subaru Stars

Subaru has been a leader in the automotive industry for many years, and its star models are well-known for their quality and innovation. The Star Clipper is one of its most successful models, and it has continued to receive praise for its performance and design.

Dockum Pontiac

Dockum Pontiac is a local dealership that provides a wide range of services for their customers. They offer new and used vehicles, as well as service and repair options. The company is known for its commitment to customer satisfaction and service.

Honda Advances In CVCC Engine

Honda's engine is a major breakthrough in the automotive industry. Designed to meet the new government-mandated fuel economy standards, the Honda engine is an innovative approach to achieving high fuel efficiency without sacrificing performance.

The engine is designed with a two-stroke pre-chamber and a three-way catalyst system. Honda's new engine technology is a significant advancement in the field of automotive engineering.

BMW Keep Top History In Building

BMW's history is replete with innovations and dedication to quality. The company has produced standard cars since 1923, and has always been known for its innovative technologies. The car industry has seen many turbulences, but BMW has always managed to survive and grow.

Mercedes Top With 220, 340

Mercedes-Benz is one of the most respected names in the automotive industry. The company has been producing cars since 1926, and its innovative technologies have made it a leader in the industry. The 220 and 340 are two of its most successful models.

Subaru Star Clipper For '75

Subaru's star model is the Star Clipper, which was introduced in 1975. The car is a luxurious sedan with a clean and efficient design. It features an engine that is both powerful and fuel-efficient, and has won praise for its reliability.

'75 Subaru Stars

Subaru has been a leader in the automotive industry for many years, and its star models are well-known for their quality and innovation. The Star Clipper is one of its most successful models, and it has continued to receive praise for its performance and design.